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The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a natiinal
information system operated lit the National Institute of Educ. ,ion.
ERIC serves the educational communitt lit disseminating educa ional
research results and other resource information that can be used in ievel-
oping more effective educational programs.

Ile ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Managenteat, one of several
clearinghouses in the st stem, %%as established at the University of 3regon
in 1966. l'he Clearinghouse and its companion units process esearch
reports and journal articles for announcement in ERIC's irdex and
abitract bulletins.

Research reports are announced in lit ma«.% in Ednia.lon (RIE),
.1% .111.61e in mans libraries and lit subscription for S 12.70 a year from
the United States Go% eminent Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
Most of the documents listed in RIE can be purchased through the
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, operated lit Computer Micro-
film International Corporation.

Journal articles are announced in Cum ,z1 Ind( x to Journals in Mu-
tation. CUE is also available in many libraries and can be ordered for
S50 a t ear from Macmillan Info' nation, 216R Brown Street, Riverside,
New Jerset 08075. Semiannual cumulations ..an be ordered separately.

Besides processing documents and journal articles, the Clearinghouse
has another major function information analtsis and synthesis. he

Clearinghouse prepares bibliographies, literature reviews, state-of-the-
kno%%ledge papers, ind other interprethe research studies on topics in
its educational area.
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FOREWORD

With the Schoo/ Digc series, the Nat lima!
.ssotiation id Elemental School hincipals adds anothei
project to its continuing pi ogiam of anon, designed in
01 let school leadeis essential inoimation On a c.ide iange of
critical concerns in education.

The Si hoof Leads nhip is a sclies of mom Ilk reports,
on top pi itx issues in edit( ation. At a time %%hen decisions
in education must be made on the basis of incleasingh cum-
plc\ lamination, the Digc.1 pt oN ides school administrators

ith concise, ieadable anal SC'S of the most important trends
in schools toda), a, %yell as, points up the practical implica-
tions; of maim researc h findings.

Iii special coopetatice iangement, the series iliac. s on
the eX tensi% e research lacilities and e\peitise of the ERIC
Cleminghottsc on Educational Nlanagement. Pile titles in the
series c.ere planned awl de,cloped coopciaticel b both
organi4ations. Utili4ing the resource, of the EIZIC netc.ork,
the Clealinghouse i, iesponsible for lesealching the topics
and preparing the cop) for publication b) NA SP.

the author id this report, Jeri Higley, is employed b
the Clearinghouse as, a research analst and writer.

Paul I.. I louts
Dire( lor c1 f Publicalion
.V.1ESP
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INTRODUCTION

St hoot principals ale almost alwa) s originally trained as
teat hers. AI tet pi( kin,; up maste's degiees in the summers,
piobabl in educational administiation, the\ join the pool of
tel tilled personnel and pedlar, i t they are lilt ks , es em calls'
wind up with a school of their own.

But since the principalship is one of the most demanding
jobs in .\meti( an public sets it e, mans ale sa\ ing that this
Imo( es,, isn't adequate. This pape s\ ill investigate the material
published in the last lew ears relating to the training and
CI t I I it at ion of pr in( ipals to dim o\ er \\ hat is now being done

to change this process to make it more effective.
!.cadetship in Satious guises is the sought-alter trait in

principals, A tiaining plogiam that can «msistend \ produce:
this trait has not \ et been perfectly designed.

The dil fic of the problem is pinpointed by Heller.
Them ists has e c t Bated psi c hologists has e
studied pesonalit traits, and social scientists has e studied
causes and effe( ts, but !cadetship, in the final analysis, "de-
pends upon execution and not upon \ erbalization, doing and
not writing about doing."

A pin( ipal, I Ic11-1 goes on to sa\ , has to generate followers
b des eloping "insights and talents for delegating authority,
looking at alternati\ CS in an\ situation, t ()tumult i( acing effec-
th el\ , otganizing his tasks ellecti\ ely, woi king elk( tively
with con munit groups, md coordinating the total effort."

.\II groups con( eined with the ( erti fit ation and training of
prim ipls could agt cc that these qualities ale the ones they
are tr\ ing to instill in prospertise !min( ipals, but the goal has
been, and may vet continue to be, an elusi\ e one.
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WANTED: A RENAISSANCE MAN

The' school principal is required to be an expert in a num-
ber of widely di% ergent areas. Ile or she must haxe knowledge
and skills in administiatie leadership, organizational manage-
ment, pupil personnel, instructional programs, finances and
facilities, and the school-society relationship.

Specifically, he must know how to supervise teachers,
help with their preparat' in and development, understand
the role of the guidance counselor, know about programs
for disturbed and disathantaged children, communicate with
parents, discipline, negotiate with professionals, evaluate
teachers, plan the physical environm_nt of the school, help
change attitudes, mulct stand new theories of grading, and
so forth.

It is virtually impossible for one person to do all these
things well; thus it is easy to see why there is controversy
over how prospective principals should be trained. Presuma-
bly, certain things %%ill have to be emphasized .tt the expense
of others; priorities ha) c to be established. What is the essen-
tial nature of the principal's job? What, generally speaking,
must he be able to do?

Role Ambiguity

Nluch of the difficult) in determining the principal's appro-
priate role derives hum his middle position in the educational
hierarchy. Does he iden.if) more with the other administra-
tors in the central office? Or does he identify more with the
teachers, having been one himself in most cases?

Though there is no completely satisfactory solution for
this problem, education theorists need to be concerned be-
cause there is some agreement that this undefined middle
ground causes ineffectiveness in the job and less than satis-
factory operation of the schools.
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A Shop Foreman

Though there are a great many views about what role the
principal should primarily take, they boil down to two basic
positions. Many see the principal as essentially a shop fore-
man or plant manager.

Since the principal, according to this clew, is caught in the
squeeze between catious power soul ces, he is a fu net ionary,
a counterpuncher responding to cations complaints, requests,
appeals, and demands.

Ills primart function then is to keep the operation running
as smootilly as possible, to carry out district policy, and to
respond to community desires, while at the same time keep-
ing teachers as contented as possible,

This clew emphasizes training in the areas of public rela-
tions, facilities and finance, and the many technical skills
required for SIR h an operation. Ile would ruffle as Few feath-
ers as possible and know how to perform his routine tasks

efficiently,

A Philosopher King

But others see the principalship in an entirely different
light. They emphasize that education needs to change as
society changes and that the principal needs to be the key
to that change. Rather than merely react to Forces that beset
him, he should be an active innovator, one who raises issues
and takes the responsibility for changing attitudes.

Such assumptions were built into a study of the principal-
ship by Goldhammer and others. They conclude that the
good principals are those who take risks, cut red tape when
they feel it is Ile( essarymd in general. ha% e the courage to
enact their own ideas about what direction education should
take, and make them work.

This view emphasizes training in the areas of human rela-
tions, social sciences, education theory, and instruction.
Rather than allowing teachers to dictate instructional policy,
the principal should be an effective leader in those areas,
aware of the latest research in subject disciplines and instruc-
tional practices.

3
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This view also encourages leaders who have proved them-
selves in various fields, not just in teaching, to become princi-
pals.

Most likely, in practice, principals will continue to perform
somewhere between these two extremes, coping the best they
can with existing conditions, and at times trying to exert
their individuality over the schools they have been assigned
to serve.

But the call for improvement in the effectiveness of prin-
cipals is well documented, and the logical places to start are
with training and certification. These processes will determine
to large extent who will be the principals of the future, and
how well they will carry out such a demanding and difficult
role.

Pervasive Localism

Any attempt to change the principalship would have to
take into account the most penasive characteristic of school
principals across the country: the are less geographically
mobile than any other comparably educated group. While
this factor provides for a remarkable stability in the profes-
sion, it can also lead to a limited, local outlook and make
change difficult..

Among graduate students, education majors do their school-
ing nearer home than do those in any other field. Craeger
surveyed 33,119 graduate students in 153 schools in 1969
and found that 62 percent of those in education grew up in
the same state in which they were studying. Of the other
fields, law was closest with 55 percent.

Seventy-one percent of the students in education said that
they intended to stay in the same state to work after gradua-
tion, a higher percentage than in all other fields. The doctoral
students in that group were slightly more mobile than were
those working on lower degrees, but only a few of such stu-
dents ever become principals

The National Association of Secondary School Principals
(NASSP) reports that 92 percent of the principals in the
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northeast grew np in that acea. and that 89 percent of the
principals in the southwest wear ratites. Other sections of
the country had similar percentages.

Mitchell studied doctotal dissertations on the principalship,
which prmided additional et idence for these generalizations.
Among the statistics he found wile these highlights:

In Kentucky the "average high school principal" was born and
reared in` Kentucky. and was a native of the geographic area he
is now serving

In Missouri 29 percent of secondary principals were serving in
their native home towns

In Pennsylvania almost all elementary principals received their
undergraduate and graduate training from institutions within
the state

Almost all the secondary school principals in Arkansas took
their 11A and MA degrees in Arkansas schools

70 percent of the female principals had their degrees from the
state in which they now track

!firing pm tic es also encourage this localism among princi-
pals, When Mitchell surveyed board of education members
and superintendents in Michigan, 84 percent said that they
would ghe preference to local applicants who were considered
qualified. lie also refers to a study of the assistant principal.
ship in Texas, which indicated that those chosen were usually
appointed from within theit own distil'. ts..kssistant principals
state that the principals and superintendents of the system in
which they sere had the greatest influence on their appoint-
ment to their first assistant principalship.

Gradaating students in education are also more hesitant
than others to change locations once the get their degrees.

Educational leaders has e not shared in one major national
characteristic. We are thought of as mobile society, and it
has been shown that the more educated one becomes, the
more likely he is to change his locality. But for educationl
administrators, this has not been the case.

.Z-4 5



TRAINING CONTENT:, REFINING SKILLS IN A
CHANGING SOCIETY

In the last decade gteat pressure has been exerted on the
school principal from tvhat Bruno and lox call the "tired
taxpayers militant minorities, suspicions citizens, and parsi-
monious politicians. .s a result, the principal has had to
acquire new skills or at least to become more proficient in
the old ones. The «uncut Of principal preparation programs
during this period teas designed to refine the principal's skills
to cope with this lime. secl pressure, while at the same time
the content reflects changing dews as to how this goal can
best be accomplished.

Recent Trends

The major shifts in content have been toward more em-
phasis on the social and beim% ioral sciences and the humani-
ties. According to the Unit ersity Council for Educational
Administration (UCEA) commission report, the concepts,
illeoric, and research findings from the social sciences in-
creased it importance in the fifties and sixties. In the mid-
and late-sixties, program content included more work in the
humanit ies.

The inclusion of more study in these two disciplines ac-
companied an increased flexibility in program content gen-
eally.

Social Sciences

As educators were confronted with a society that changed
sometimes slowly, at other times explosively they tended to
borrow ideas front the social and behavioral sciences, both to
help the administrator-to-be to see the relationships between
school and community, and to aid hint in viewing the school
itself as a social subsystem.
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Culbertson, Fogarty, and Shibles have categorized the four
basic ways of adapting social sciences for the study of admin-
istration.

I. The discipline-based approach focuses on the con-
cepts, research findings, generalizations, and modes of
inquiry of social sciences themselves.

2. The theory-based approach emphasizes theories of ad-
ministration associated with the "science" of admin-
istration.

3. The problem-based approach starts with problems
likely to confront educational administrators.

4. The career-based approach can accommodate the ca-
reer objectives of candidates with a variety of pur-
poses.

Humanities

More programs are including material from literature,
philosophy, and various other arts, on the assumption that
the prospective administrator, by such exposure, will de-
velop the intellectual, personal, social, and ethical qualities
essential to effective leadership. More specifically, according
to Culbertson, he can be trained "to think clearly about
persistent moral issues faced by those in organizations," "to
analyze the contradictory forces that are generated by com-
peting value systems," and "to assess possible consequences
of being guided by one set of values as opposed to another,"
and perhaps eN en to develop his own creativity through ex-
posure to that of others.

In actual practice, Farquhar discovered, most humanities
courses are in literature, since it is the art most easily adapted
.for the study of administration.

Inadequacies

In spite of these trends, there is general agreement that
training programs are still not adequately preparing principals
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for the tasks they face. One recurring complaint is that the
graduate schools emphasize theory and theoretical models,
material "about" education, rather than more practical, work-
oriented experience.

Goldhammer and others report that principals often score
themselves low in their abilit to establish and maintain effec-
tive human relationships and that they believe that a majority
of their problems revoke around this weakness. Closely re-
lated to this deficiency is the inability to be an effective team
leader. The majorit\ of principals feel that they need more
and better preparation in supervising, teacher evaluation,
group decision-making, maintaining morale, and other related
areas.

Another weakness principals detect in themselves is the
inability to be an effective change agent. Most principals in
the sample. studied by Goldhammer and his colleagues would
prefer to be instructional experts rather than building man-
agers, but didn't know how to effect improvement in teaching
from their staffs.

They also regret their inability to discover long-range plan-
ning strategies. Most feel the urgency of haying the school's
programs meet the genuine needs of the students but do not
have the appropriate knowledge and skills to plan and evalu-
ate. They find it difficult to know what is wrong and what
could be done to improve the programs.

Principals are aware of the potential offered by current
tools and technology to help solve some of these problems,
but are usually confused about how to best utilize these aids
and are hesitant to get involved with procedures they are
unsure of.

New Directions

The majority of college instructors feel that the present
content or programs needs only minor changes.

A typical program, according to an NASSP stirs ey reported
by Nickerson, consists of 7 to 12 hours in educational admin-
istration, I to 6 hours in philosophy of education, I to 6
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hours in educational ps c holog, 1 to Ei hours in curriculum
and instruction, and I to 6 hours in sociology. Sixth-year and
doctoral programs (less frequentl used to train principals)
usuall include smut cock in business administration, politi-
cal science, am: humanities, as %%ell as a foreign language.

The onl% changes that the professors env isioned were the
addition of some business administration, political science,
and humanities courses at the master's le% el, and the dropping
of the foreign language requirement.

The surrey of uni%ersities and colleges b Goldhammer and
others indicated that 24 percent of the respondents would
like to make changes but that these would require more
faculty and, therefore, more money, which they did not have
at their disposal.

Another 15 percent of the colleges and universities were
still discussing possible changes, while 18 percent were con-
sidering different core content, primarily in the social and
beha%ioral sciences and in group sensiti%ity training. Both
piufessors and principals agree that more systematic planning
of program content would be desirable.

Goal-Oriented Training

One change favored by many in the graduate schools has
more to do with the approach than with the content itself,
though content would be affected. In this plan, the effective-
ness of training would be measured by specific competency
behaviors rather than by the more traditional credit hours
and grade-point aerages. Johnson, for example, notes 12
basic areas of competency that can be broken down into
more specific behaviors.

I. knowledge of methods and sources of school finance

2., knowledge of laws and regulations pertaining to the
school

3. knowledge of goals, strategies, and outcomes of con-
tract negotiations and grievance procedures

15



-I-. operational expertise in research and evaluation of
educational problems

5. up-to-date operational knowledge of instructional
techniques and materials

6. skill in techniques of communication

7. ability to initiate and maintain positive human rela-
tionships with peers, superiors, and subordinates

8. understanding of the school as a social subsystem

9. expertise in systematic problem-solving procedmes

10. knowledge of history and philosophy of education

I 1. understanding of the effects on children of the socio-
economic milieu in which they live their lives, and a
commitment to making the school a medium through
which they can maximize their backgrounds and
talents

12. knowledge in the field of child and adolescent devel-
opment, and psychology of learning

Such a model could lead to the eventual breakdown of
rigid disciplinary boundaries. The customar) program of one
course in sociology, one course in literature, and one course
in educational administration ould be abandoned in favor of
more cooperation between departments in pro% iding students
with competencies.

Systems Analysis

One de% eloping area that could lead to significant changes
in emphasis in the content of principals' training is "systems
analysis" or what Bruno and Fox call "quantitative analy-
sis." It includes the use of computer technology and various
methods for quantik ins; information for the purposes of
decision-making, such as s) stems analysis, operations research,
cost-effect h eness anal) sis, and planning-progi amming-budget-
ing systems (PPBS).

10
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Bruno and Fox claim that such systematic analysis can
help an administrator to distinguish between subjecti%e judg-
ments and verifiable facts b separating the rele%ant from
irrelnant issues, b identik ing the specific assumptions and
factual bases on which alternative recommendations rest, and
by tracing out the knowable consequences and costs of each
alternative. It can help with either tactical problems like stu-
dent scheduling and bus routing, or with policy problems,
such as salar negotiations, integration policies, and curricu-
lum issues.

:\ 1:(L\ bur% e cited by Bruno and Fox predicts that the
next few years will see many more programs in educational
administration using systems analysis as a significant part of
the training content.

\lam' critics, however, would surely agree with Stamm
that there are dangers in programs where the emphasis is on
the process of decision-making, communication, and group
planning, without sufficient concern for the content of these
processes. Without content these processes become merely
"sophisticated techniques to come to grips with trivia." A
preparation program must also impart meaning, %Atte, signifi-
cance, a sense of what "ought to be," rather than just facility
with processes.

Need for Research

There is definitely a need for more and better studies of
what factors relate significantly to a principal's success as an
administrator. This research could clarify what content can
most profitabl be incorporated into preser ice programs and
could benefit the s stematic planning and coordination of
programs.

One such study by Rousseau revealed that according to
teachers' perceptions of their principals' success, training
in educational administration proved to be a positive fac-
tor, whereas work in curriculum and instruction, the so-
cial sciences, and the humanities seemed to make little
'difference. 17
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This conclusion leaves open the possibility that work in
noneducation disciplines might be more effective if treated
in nontraditional ways.

12
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TRAINING METHODS AND PROGRAMS:
INTERACTING WITH THE MATERIAL

A factor in principal training eonsidered by most observers
to be even more important than the content of the programs
is their structure. Since there is general agreement in the lit-
erature that traditional preparation programs haven't been
successful, there are many suggestions for change.

The proposals for change tend to fall into four categories:
those emphasizing newer teaching methods; those emphasiz-
ing alternatives to traditional courses, including %arious types
of experience "in the field"; those involving an overhaul of
the whole program, most notably the competency-based ap-
proach; and those ad%ocating the removal of principal prepa-
ration from the control of the graduate schools altogether.

Virtually all the proposed and implemented changes in pro-
gram structure are in response to a general discontent that
theory about education is emphasized in the graduate schools
at the expense of more practical, work-oriented experience.,
As Goldhammer and others point out, "There is little evidence
that any real consideration has been given to the experiences
that will develop in prospective elementary school principals
the knowledge, skills, and critical insights needed to assess
the consequences of alternative strategies,"

Nontraditional Teaching Methods

The traditional teaching methods of lectures, textbook
readings, and discussions have been in disrepute for well over
a decade, and near!) e% er) graduate department indicates that
changes are being made or are at least considered desirable.
According to the sure} reported by Nickerson, professors
are still using the old methods but are also using many new
ones. The professors relate that the old methods are among
the least clic( ti, e, while such newer methods as simulation,

13



small-group projects, tole pla's ing, isits b\ resourcc people
From the Field, and field trips are much mole eller Ike.

Laboratory Training

The term laboratory training ( m cis a ICI) of techniques,
all of which put candidates into small groups that are rela-
tiely unstructured, pox iding the ()ppm tnnit lot the group
to choose its own goals and tasks. The focus of this training
is on the group itself, its reactions and behavior, with the
group leader functioning as a resomce person rather than as
an instructor. I ie is someone trained in the beha ioral sciences
who can aid communication and pros ide feedback For group
analysis and interpretation.

The work is designed to help the huh\ idnal to understand
and accept himself and others and to de clop operational
skill in interpersonal relations. How cflecthe this method is,
overall, is not c !ear. It can have a great effect on the partici-
pants but, in the hands of an incompetent leader, can be dis-
astrous. Still highly «mho\ ersial, it tends to be either high!)
praised or intensel disliked. UnFortnnatel, qualified leaders
are still difficult to Find, .\ t) pica! inlet& hinge or ideas on its
merits can be Found in the article b Barnes and Gray and
that by Gray.

Simulation
Simulation is a method highl regarded by both teachers

and candidates because of its practical orientation. .A number
or packages are mailable, including background material for
a Fictional school or district, and inbasket exercises requiring
responses from the candidates. Simulation experiences can
test behavior in a aricty of contexts in a short time, without
the pressure of the real situation. The ale, however, expen-
si%e to produce and can also be expensive to use if computer
assistance is pact of the instruction.

A typical example or a simulation project is the Monroe
City Urban Simulation project (URBSINI), developed by
UCEA. The Monroe City simulation was e reated to give stu-
dents experience contending, with the unique problems facing

14 olorik
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inner -city schools, such as conflict between militant groups,
decentralization, busing, and curriculum changes.

Although students rate sinu highly, and it seems
especialls suited for teaching skills of analysis, assessing its
metall effectiseness is difficult. One series of studies cited by
NIcClears and NIcInts re indicates that there is little relation-
ship between the abilits to sole inbasket problems and on-
the-job performance.

Case Studies

Case studies hale a long history in the studs' of law and
medicine but hale only recently been introduced into the
training of educational administrators. Compared with simu-
lation exercises, case studies are less expensive, more easily
assembled, and require less organization; as a result, they re
much more readily mailable. They can be either written,
taped, or filmed descriptions of complex situations confront-
ing an administrator. Scenarios, the open-ended form of case
studies, present a problem without a solution and can be cf-
lectise in studying role playing and small-group problem-
soling.

Games

Games incorporate aspects of simulation with laboratory
training and add the element of competition. It is an expen-
sive method, and few games are now available. The survey
reported by Nickerson indicates that few professors are famil-
iar with them. One possible danger is that the desire to win
can sometimes subvert the desire to learn.

Two games that arc available for the training of principals
are the Elementary Principalship Games by Ohm and Wiggins
and the Secondary Principalship Games by Ohm, both from
the University of Oklahoma. At the University of West Vir-
ginia, each student in educational administration is required
to create two simulation games as a course requirement. Wynn
notes that the understanding or the underlying issues neces-
sary to design a game might make that process more valuable
than playing it.

15



Alternatives to the Classroom: Field Experiences

At the same time that many programs are attempting to
%ork reality-oriented classroom methods into their course Of
training, there is also ilk easing emphasis on the next step
closer to practical traininggetting the candidates out into
the schools.

Field experiences are primarily either stir \ eys undertaken
lA the student to become familiar with how the real adminis-
trator works or internships. Surveys can focus on the school
system generally, or they can have a specifically human-
relations orientation1 clinical and political action orienta-
tion, or an anthropological or sociological orientation. With
the survey, the student is in the field but under the super-
%ision of the program faculty, whereas in the internship he
mad be in contact with the faculty but is primarily perform-
ing an on-the-job service for the school district.

Although it is generally agreed that internships can be a
%aluable part of the prospective administrator's training, uni-
%ersities reported to Goldhammer and his associates some
major difficulties in establishing these programs. The expense
of instituting functioning internships (rather than those just
on paper) is more than most schools can or are willing to han-
dle. There is usually no money budgeted, the faculty is com-
mitted to other parts of the program, there are not enough
school districts willing to participate in such a program, and
few students would want to serve without some pay them-
selves. For these reasons most graduate schools put a low

priority on internships.
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CERTIFICATION: GOING THROUGH THE RITUALS

American school principals were first certified in 1911 in
order to protect the public from incompetent administrators.
By 1957, according to the National Education Association's
1974 Manual on Certification Requirements for School Per-
sonnel in the United States, 46 states issued certificates for
secondary principals and 45 states issued them for elementary
principals, Today, cAery state but Michigan requires certifica-
tion for school administrators. The District of Columbia,
though it requires a master's degree of its principals, gi%es no
certificates.

As the number of states requiring certification grew, there
was a corresponding tendency to increase the requirements
for certification. Only four states now require less than a
master's degree of their principals.

Recently, howe%er, certification has been seriously ques-
tioned as a fair and effective method of regulating entrance
into the profession. A UCEA commission report indicates
that since 1970 most changes in certification have involved
decreases in the amount of required training and experience
rather than increases.

The Challenges to Certification

Some critics of certification, such as Nlarien, attack the
whole idea of "credentialism" as being harmful to the society
in a general way. A credential becomes a commodity, sought
for its own sake, without regard for the genuine purposes of
professional training. These purposes then become distorted,
upsetting priorities for trainees, schools, certifying agencies,
and universities and colleges providing the training.

The Demand for Performance-Based Standards

The discrepancy between training and successful perform-
ance as an administrator has been noted by educational leaders
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at all levels. Growing community involvement in the schools
and the demand for accountability have increased this con-
cern. Although preparation programs have been changing, if
only gradually, certification requirements hae been even
slower to change.

Bridges and Baehr argue that there is no demonstrable
relationship between the training educational administrators
now receive and their records of success in the schools.
Certification standards tend to be stated in terms of course
requirements or "input" measures rather than professional
performance requirements or "output" measures, making it
difficult to meet effectively the demands of accountability.

Ethnic minorities concerned about their representation in
the profession have added a new dimension to this problem.
Arguing that traditional training programs and certifying ex-
aminations are instruments of middle-class institutions that
reinforce sociaklass selection and effectively exclude capable
minority leaders, ininorit groups have questioned the legality
of certification requirements.

The courts now tend to support this accusation. In 1971
New York City had to give up its examination for principals
because it discriminated against Puerto Ricans and blacks.
The presiding judge ruled that the examination tested one's
ability to memorize rather than any abilities relating to ef-
fective performance as an administrator.

Forced into this type of accountability, certifying agencies
in the future will no doubt have to demonstrate legally that
there is some relationship between the prescribed training and
on-the-job effectiveness. In the absence of such a demonstra-
tion, most current certification procedures will likely be ruled
illegal, according to Bridges and Baehr, if appeal is made to
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The Call for a "New Breed" of Administrators

In the attempt to find the best possible leaders for
America's schools, there are others who attack current cer-
tification requirements because they make it difficult for
promising educational administrators to transfer from other
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disciplines in the graduate schools or for experienced leaders
from outside education to find suitable positions.

The National Program for Educational Leadership (NPEI.),
for example, insists that the traditional requirement of teach-
ing experience is a handicap for the kind of administrator
NPEI. is training. NPEI. is a national consortium of major
universities committed to the project of recruiting outstand-
ing leaders from outside education and training them for new
cat zers in educational administration.

Wayson has also long advocated reaching out beyond the
boundaries of education for prospective principals with fresh
and constructive approaches to public education. This move-
ment to eircum ent certification requirements has forced cer-
tifying agencies to consider changes and to rethink the whole
process of certification as a regulating force in the profession.

The View of the Certifying Agencies

According to the UCLA commission report, personnel in
state education agencies claim that the certification programs
already allow much more flexibility than is now being used
by university professors interested in liberalizing the require-
ments. The authors of this report point out, for example, that
although 23 states allow universities and colleges to get ap-
proval for experimental programs that could waive existing
requirements for their graduates, only two states have schools
taking advantage of this opportunity.

The state agencies believe that admission requirements and
preparatory programs in the graduate schools inhibit the flow
of talent into educational administration more than the cer-
tification requirements do. In addition to the experimental
program options, they cite "approved program" arrangements,
reciprocity practices, and the use of -quivalencies as evidence
for flexibility in the administration of certification.

Twenty-six states have approved program arrangements
whereby the training institutions have considerable flexibility
in creating their own programs, with only a few courses, or
types of courses, specified by state agency requirements.
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A number of states also hate reciprocity agreements with
other states allowing more mobility within the profession
than most educational administrators ever experience. The
use of equivalencies is also .t common practice in %%ilk') pre -

scribed certification requirements are met through special
nonschool experiences.

Some Recent Changes

There have also been a number of exemplary changes in
certification procedures, especially in some of the larger urban
areas. These practices show what can be done to respond to
the pressures for better and more iepresentative leadership in
the public schools.

Chicago

Redmond, Elenbogen, and Gardner report On the changes
that were made in the Chicago Principals Examination in
1970. After the Board of Examiners carefully studied the
present and future needs of the city's public schools, it de-
signed a certification process reflecting what it considered to
be the new role of the principal, the need for community
involvement, and the need for racial balance.

The new examination tests problem-solving ability rather
than memorization of facts. It is based on the assumption that
the principal should be a capable team leader rather than a
curriculum specialist in all areas and an authoritarian decision-
maker. An oral examination was included along with the writ-
ten. The membership of the committees had to be sexually
and racially balanced and include one person from outside
-the field of education. Of the first 150 candidates certified,

7.71 were white, 73 were black, one was of Japanese ancestry,

and one was of Mexican ancestry.
One of the more striking aspects of the Chicago experience

was the inclusion on the Board of Examiners of community
business leaders who took an active interest in designing the

examination along with the educational leaders.
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California

The Ryan Act of 1970 in California is, according to Lamb,
a "comprehensive and 1)10gram-shaking piece of legislation."
It brought to an end the issuing of credentials based only on
credit reed% ed from an institution of higher education. As
an alternative, the act, 1s Lamb states, moved "toward the
competency-based professional preparation program where
institutions are first authorized to offer such programs and
then assigned the responsibility to qualify the level of com-
petence of their candidates."

It specifies three ways of achieving certification: profes-
sional studies at a unk ersit),, an internship, or an examination.
The official guidelines for all three insist on competency
performance standards of measurement.
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CONCLUSION

There is general agreement that America's school principals
are not doing the job that is expected of them, Many pro-
posals to alter the preparation and certification processes arc
being offered in the hope of overcoming that deficiency.

Concentrated efforts are being made to get better people
into training programs and to train them more effectively.
It will be a number of years before the fruits of these changes
become evident, because changeover is slow.

Wayson summarizes most of the complaints against the
standard training process as it has evolved through custom,
status, and certification law:

It teaches fragments. pays little attention to the person to
whom it is directed, takes place in isolation from life, doles
out unsatisfying rewards, teaches the trivial and avoids the pro-
found, punishes (and probably extinguishes) behaviors that
would be effective in schools, and separates principals in train-
ing from teachers in trainingalthough they are the most pow-
erful determinants of each other's role.

Whether or not the changes being made will correct these
problems and imprint: the principalship remains to be seen.
There is at least much talk of cooperation in ironing out these
difficulties, much more than probably exists in reality.

There is still a marked tendency for one group to blame
another for any existing problems. The professional organi-
zations complain about the school districts, the certification
agencies, and the universities. The universities blame the re-
strictions imposed upon them by certification. The state agen-
cies place the blame back on the universities.

Yet, all are in awl' own ways making genuine responses
to the needs they see arising. Absolute cooperation, no mat-
ter how greatly desired, is not likely to be forthcoming. How-
ever, there are indications that the way for change has been
opened, and that the training of principals is now the subject
of greater constructive attention than ever before.
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